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It is shown that dispersions of E1�LO� and A1�LO� modes of InN can be restored in a wide interval of wave
vectors by studying impurity-induced first-order Raman scattering as a function of exciting light energy. It is
also shown that due to the resonance character of scattering the observed phonon energies correspond to the
wave vectors strictly defined by exciting photon energies. The frequencies of E1�LO� and A1�LO� phonons at
the � point obtained by extrapolation to zero wave vectors were found to be 604 and 592 cm−1, respectively.
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Energies of longitudinal phonons �LO� at the � point are
among fundamental characteristics of vibrational spectrum
of a crystal, however, for InN available data are still contro-
versial. A narrow line at 586–591 cm−1 the position of
which varies only slightly as the electron concentration
changes in wide limits was detected in Raman spectra of
hexagonal InN. This line was ascribed to the A1�LO� mode
with large wave vectors resulting from violation of the wave-
vector conservation law.1–3 The agreement between theoreti-
cal considerations and experimental data was achieved in
these papers when the wave vectors become larger than the
upper Landau damping boundary2 or essentially large than
the Thomas-Fermi wave vector.3 No analysis of the behavior
of E1�LO� phonon is available in literature to our knowledge.
There are also data indicating that frequencies of A1�LO�
phonon4,5 and E1�LO� phonon5 in hexagonal InN vary as
excitation energy changes. However, no studies of this effect
have been carried out so far.

This Rapid Communication reports on a systematic inves-
tigation of dependences of E1�LO� and A1�LO� phonon fre-
quencies on exciting photon energy. It is shown that changes
in the LO frequencies are related to the dispersions of these
modes. The changes arise due to strict selection of wave
vectors by the energy conservation laws in the intermediate
states of the resonant scattering amplitude. We report also
that the polar acoustic phonons with large wave vectors se-
lected by the resonant amplitude are active in the Raman
spectra.

The parameters of MBE-grown undoped and Mg-doped
InN samples6,7 used in our studies are given in Table I.
Room-temperature Raman spectra for excitation energies
from 2.81 to 1.83 eV were measured with a Jobin-Yvon
Horiba T64000 triple Raman spectrometer with a confocal
microscope. Measurements with an excitation energy of 1.17
eV were carried out with a Bruker RFS100/S Raman Fourier
spectrometer. All spectra were measured in backscattering
geometry. Scattering from the cleavage plane and surface
side of the high-quality thick undoped InN �Gs2054� sample
was used to obtain data on E1�LO� and A1�LO� phonons at
excitation in the 2.81–1.83 eV range. When an energy of

1.17 eV is used for excitation, measurements of Raman spec-
trum of undoped InN are hindered by an intense interband
luminescence. To solve the problem, we studied Mg-doped
InN samples in which luminescence was suppressed at room
temperature and Raman spectrum was reliably detected. The
E1�LO� phonon was measured on the a-InN:Mg sample
grown on a r-plane Al2O3. Its hexagonal axis was parallel to
the substrate plane and had a fixed orientation. The A1�LO�
phonon was measured on the InN:Mg sample grown on a c
plane Al2O3 the hexagonal axis of which was normal to the
substrate plane.

Figure 1 presents polarized Raman spectra of undoped
InN in the region of optical phonons. The spectra are nor-
malized to the A1�TO� or E2�high� mode intensity and shifted
along the vertical axis. It can be seen that the A1�TO� and
E2�high� mode positions at 449.0 and 491.5 cm−1, respec-
tively, does not change as excitation energy varies. However,
both LO phonon lines experience high-frequency shifts and
intensity growth with decreasing excitation energy. For ex-
ample, at 2.81 eV, the E1�LO� and A1�LO� phonon frequen-
cies are 591.0 and 580.5 cm−1, respectively. As the excita-
tion energy is decreased to 1.83 eV, the E1�LO� and A1�LO�
mode frequencies become 599.0 and 587.5 cm−1, respec-
tively.

The inset to Fig. 1�a� shows Raman spectra for the
a-InN:Mg sample grown on r-plane sapphire substrate. As
measurements with excitation energies from 2.81 to 1.83 eV
showed, slight doping with Mg does not affect the linewidth
and position of the maximum of the E1�LO� phonon. So, it
can be inferred that the Raman spectrum measured on
a-InN:Mg can be used to estimate the E1�LO� phonon fre-

TABLE I. Parameters of InN samples.

Sample InN layer
ne

�cm−3�
nMg

�cm−3�
Thickness

��m�

Gs2054 InN 3.5�1017 5.5

071125 a-InN:Mg 2.8�1018 2�1018 1.3

Gs1810 InN:Mg 1.9�1018 6�1018 0.5
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quency at 1.17 eV excitation which was found to be
602.0 cm−1.

The inset to Fig. 1�b� shows Raman spectra for the
InN:Mg sample grown on a c-plane sapphire substrate. The
Mg concentration in this sample is higher than that in
a-InN:Mg. It can be seen that a shoulder on the high-
frequency side of the A1�LO� phonon line appears in the
InN:Mg spectrum. We assign this feature to the forbidden
E1�LO� mode caused by defect-induced relaxation of selec-
tion rules. However, it has been found that the position of the
A1�LO� band maximum is the same for InN:Mg and undoped
InN sample for excitation in the 2.81–1.83 eV range. This
finding allows estimation of the A1�LO� phonon frequency at
the 1.17 eV excitation by using the InN:Mg sample which
was found to be 590.5 cm−1.

The peculiarities of the electron band structure of InN
play an important role in the forming of the Raman-
scattering process. The direct electromagnetic transitions
from valence bands occur in a wide energy interval to the
single conduction band with the extremum at the � point.8

This means that the Martin’s double resonance9,10 is realized
in a wide interval of the excitation photon energies.

The first-order Raman scattering from LO phonons taking
into account the wave-vector conservation law violation due
to scattering of electrons and holes from charged impurity
centers is described in the forth order of the perturbation
theory. The corresponding scattering amplitude contains two
electromagnetic interactions Hem and Hem� , the Fröhlich inter-
action of the photoexcited electron-hole pair with the phonon
Hint, and the Coulomb interaction with charged impurity cen-
ters Hi,

A ���
�,��

�Hem�0,��Hint��,���Hi���,���Hem� ���,0

�3�� − ��,0���� − ���,0���� − ���,0�� . �1�

Here, � and �� are the frequencies of incident and scattered
photons, and ��,0, ���,0, and ���,0 are the frequencies of

interband transitions. If the exciting �and scattered� photon
energy exceeds the absorption threshold, the process be-
comes resonant in the sense that the virtual intermediate
states of the scattering amplitude become real. The Fröhlich
and Coulomb intraband interactions are the most effective in
processes of the photoexcited pair relaxation. This leads to a
higher Raman-scattering probability and to restrictions on
the magnitudes of phonon wave vectors arising during scat-
tering.

A strong dependence of the amplitude on the phonon
wave vector arises, similar to 2LO scattering amplitude,11

from denominators of Eq. �1� which can take zero value if
scattering occurs in the region of interband absorption. Let
us write the scattering amplitude neglecting the photon
wave-vector magnitudes and preserving only the denomina-
tors that play a crucial role in the dependence on the phonon
wave vector

A�q,�� �� � � d3pd3p1d3p2

�� − �p
eh���� − �p2

eh���1 − �p1

eh − �q2/2M�

��	�p − p1 + qe� − 	�p − p1 + qh��

��	�p1 − p2 + qe� − 	�p1 − p2 + qh�� , �2�

where �p
eh=Eg /�+�p2 /2�, Eg is the band-gap width, �

=me
�mh

� / �me
�+mh

�� is the reduced effective mass of electron
and hole, M is the translational mass of the pair, qe,h

=q� /me,h
� , and �2p2 /2� is kinetic energy of relative motion

of the electron-hole pair. The amplitude contains two terms,
in the first one �1=�, and in the second term �1=��, and we
consider in detail one of them.

The 	 functions allows us to integrate over d3p1 and d3p2.
Integrating over angular variables of vector p we present the
real and imaginary parts of the denominator as

1
�
−��2p2/2��−i	� = 1

�
−��2p2/2���P
+ i�	�
− �2p2

2� �, where 
=��

−Eg. Similarly we treat the denominator containing 
�
=���−Eg. Now we can integrate over dp2 by using
	-function that expresses the energy conservation laws at
electromagnetic transitions. This means that we consider the
scattering process involving real absorption or real emission.
The contribution into the scattering amplitude due to real
electromagnetic transitions is given by

A�q,�� � 	2��me + mh�v0

�2��2�2q 
 2�

��p� + p���

�	 p�

�p�
2 − q2/4 − i��/��

+
p��

�p��
2 − q2/4 − i��/��
 .

�3�

Here, p�=�2�
 /�2 and p��=�2�
� /�2. The scattering
cross section which is proportional to the square of ampli-
tude modulus of Eq. �3� will determine the phonon wave
vectors q by relating their values to the exciting or scattered
light frequency by equations q=2p� or q=2p��. The uncer-
tainty of these values is defined by the relaxation time of the
electron-hole pair  which is related to the intermediate-state
broadening � by equation �=1 /. Therefore, the phonon
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FIG. 1. Room-temperature polarized Raman spectra of E1�LO�
and A1�LO� modes of hexagonal InN obtained in x�zz�x̄ and z�xx�z̄
scattering configurations for different excitation energies. Here, z is
the InN hexagonal axis direction. The dashed lines show estimated
LO phonon frequencies at the � point.
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wave-vector magnitudes following from the energy conser-
vation laws in the intermediate states are q=2p���2�� /�
and q=2p����2�� /�. Thus, the interval of phonon wave
vectors increases as the electron-hole pair damping grows.
The accuracy of phonon wave-vector magnitude depends
also on the correctness of the electron band parameters.

Finally, by integrating over dq2, we obtain for the Raman
cross section due to Fröhlich interaction and scattering of the
electron-hole pair from charged impurities

���� �
Ni

2�2

p�

�p� + p���
2� 4�Ze

vc���4p�
2 + qTF

2 �
�2 1

��/�
2�

�

�	�� − �� − �LO�q = 2p��� . �4�

Here, Ni and Z are the impurity center concentration and
charge, respectively, vc is the volume of the elementary cell,
and qTF is the Thomas-Fermi screening wave vector. A simi-
lar contribution arises from the second term of the amplitude
given by Eq. �2� and can be obtained from Eq. �4� by sub-
stituting p��p��. As long as the q values are above the
upper boundary of Landau damping, i.e., as long as 2p�

�2pF+�2m��LO /�, the scattering results in a unscreened
phonon of the longitudinal optical branch. This kind of cross
section is typical of InN samples with moderate electron con-
centrations.

The phonon wave-vector magnitude depends on electron-
hole pair dispersion. The data on InN photoemission12,13 al-
lows one to find dispersions of conduction, light hole, and
heavy-hole bands. Figure 2 shows dispersions of these bands
and electron-hole pairs arising at direct transitions from the
heavy �E-HH� and light �E-LH� hole bands into the conduc-
tion band. The nonparabolic dispersion of the electron band,
as shown in Ref. 14, is well described by the expression
�e�k�=Ee��2k2 /2m�

e Ee+1 /4−1 /2�, which corresponds to a
linear increase in the effective mass with kinetic energy.
Here, m�

e is the effective electron mass at the � point �m�
e

=0.07m0� and Ee is the nonparabolicity parameter �Ee
=0.4 eV�. A similar expression was used for the light hole

band dispersion �lh�k�=−Elh��2k2 /2m�
lhElh+1 /4−1 /2�,

where m�
lh is the effective mass of a light hole at the � point

�m�
lh=0.035m0� and Elh is the nonparabolicity parameter

�Elh=0.8 eV�. For the heavy-hole band the parabolic ap-
proximation with mhh=0.4m0 was used. For plotting Fig. 2,
the band gap at room temperature was taken to be 0.63 eV.
The phonon wave-vector magnitudes correspond to the
doubled wave vectors at which the horizontal line at the ex-
citing photon energy intersects the dispersion curves of
electron-hole pairs. As can be seen from Fig. 2 these magni-
tudes markedly differ for the E-HH and E-LH pairs. The
analysis given below is devoted to the question how these
transitions can be related with the observed phonons.

As can be seen in Fig. 1�b�, the A1�LO� line monotoni-
cally shifts toward lower frequencies as the exciting photon
energy increases from 1.17 to 2.81 eV. This corresponds to
variations in the phonon wave vector from 0.115 to 0.335
�108 cm−1 if E-LH transitions occur and from 0.28 to
0.68�108 cm−1 if heavy holes participate in transitions. The
A1�LO� branch exists only in �-A direction and its frequency
decreases from a maximum at the � point to a minimum at
the Brillouin-zone boundary.15 The limiting value of the
wave vector at the Brillouin-zone boundary is 0.55
�108 cm−1. Thus, the observed monotonic frequency de-
crease with increasing wave vector is possible only if the
wave-vector magnitude does not exceed the boundary value.
This is fulfilled for the E-LH transitions and is not fulfilled
for the E-HH transitions. Therefore, only the E-LH transi-
tions in the Raman-scattering amplitude are accompanied by
the A1�LO� phonon excitation.

The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows dispersion of the A1�LO�
branch plotted in the wave-vector intervals corresponding to
E-LH and the E1�LO� branch corresponding to E-HH transi-
tions. For the samples studied and for the exciting photon
energies used, the minimal values of the phonon wave vec-
tors are above the upper boundary of Landau damping,
which, with due account for conduction-band nonparabolic-
ity, is 0.080 and 0.111�108 cm−1 for electron concentra-
tions 3.5�1017 and 2.0�1018 cm−3, respectively. Only the
uncoupled LO phonons exist above this boundary. The ex-
trapolation of the dispersions of LO modes gives the fre-
quencies of these phonons at � point.

The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows the calculated dispersion
curves of InN taken from Ref. 15 and experimental data on
the A1�LO� frequencies plotted along �-A direction as well
as E1�LO� frequencies plotted along �-M direction. It can be
seen that the experiment and theory are in satisfactory agree-
ment.

Figure 4 presents polarized Raman spectra sample
Gs2054 in the region of acoustic phonons obtained with ex-
citation energies from 2.71 to 1.83 eV. It is seen that the
frequency of the line changes by about 45 cm−1 within the
excitation energy interval. This behavior of phonons can be
understood if we assume that Raman scattering from LA
phonons involves electromagnetic E-HH transitions. The
wave vectors corresponding to the excitation energies used
occupy the 0.46–0.66�108 cm−1 interval. As seen in the
lower panel of Fig. 3 the experimental acoustic phonon fre-
quencies are consistent with the calculated ones for the LA
branch along the �-M direction �according to our estimates
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FIG. 2. Dispersions of valence bands, conduction band, and
electron-hole pairs of hexagonal InN. The dashed lines correspond
to excitation photon energies.
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the acoustic wave velocity is 5.43�105 cm/s�. However, ad-
ditional studies are needed to obtain more detail pattern of
acoustic phonon scattering.

To summarize, we have found that resonant Raman scat-
tering can excite selectively uncoupled LO as well as LA
phonons with large wave vectors. As a result, the dispersions
of LO and LA phonon modes of hexagonal InN in the wide

range of wave vectors have been reconstructed from experi-
mental data. The extrapolation of the E1�LO� and A1�LO�
phonon dispersions to zero wave vectors allowed us to esti-
mate the � point energies of these branches that have not
been firmly established so far. The data obtained can be use-
ful for the future calculations of the InN lattice dynamics.
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